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Abstract
An n×m proper array is a two-dimensional rectangular array composed of directed cubes that obey certain constraints. Because
of these constraints, the n × m proper arrays may be classiﬁed via a schema in which each n × m proper array is associated with
a particular n × 1 column. For a ﬁxed n, the goal is to enumerate, modulo symmetry, all possible edge conﬁgurations associated
with n×m proper arrays. By varying n, one constructs four combinatoric sequences, each of which enumerates a particular class of
edge conﬁgurations. Convolution arguments and resultant calculations associate these sequences with cubic equations. These cubic
equations allow one to predict Mn, the number of edge conﬁgurations, modulo symmetry, associated with n × m proper arrays.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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0. Introduction
This paper describes the author’s research in the enumeration of two-dimensional proper arrays [3,5]. The author
discovered that two-dimensional proper arrays are best enumerated by a transition matrix. In order to understand how
a transition matrix enumerates proper arrays, we provide a brief summary of the author’s methodology.
For the two-dimensional situation, the basic building block of a proper array is a directed cube, which is a cube, ﬁve
of whose faces contain circular indentations, while the sixth has a cylindrical plug or connector (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. A directed cube. In this illustration, the connector extends from one face while the other ﬁve sides contain circular indentations.
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Table 1
The basis size for the cellular automata Mn
n 1 2 3 4 5 6
Mn 1 4 16 72 364 1916
Rectangular arrays can be built by ﬁtting the connector of one directed cube into an indentation of another. If a
rectangular array consisting of n rows and m columns obeys certain connectivity constraints, it is said to be an n × m
proper array [3,5]. Because of the connectivity constraints, the n × m proper array may be classiﬁed by its rightmost
column of directed cubes. The right edge structure describes the number of path-connected components in the n × m
proper array and the number of connectors that extend from the right edge.
Unfortunately, the right edge structure does not uniquely determine the number n × m proper arrays since two
different n×m proper arrays may have the same right edge structure. However, the right edge structure is the state for
a transition matrix [3,5,7], which for a ﬁxed n and arbitrary m, describes how an n × m proper array evolves into an
n× (m+ 1) proper array. In particular, the transition matrix is an r × r matrix Mn, where r is the number of rightmost
columns, modulo symmetry, that could be associated with n × m proper arrays [3,5,7]. Let Sm be the 1 × r vector
(sm,i), where sm,i counts the number of n×m proper arrays having the ith kind of right edge. We ﬁnd SmMn = Sm+1.
For example, in the case of 2 × n proper arrays, there are four possible right edge structures. Hence, M2 is a 4 × 4
matrix. Let S1 =[1, 2, 0, 1], where the entries of S1 count the number of 2×1 proper arrays with a particular right edge
structure. Note, there are 1+2+0+1=4 distinct 2×1 proper arrays. Then, S1M2 =S2 =[2, 8, 0, 3], where the entries
of S2 count the number of 2× 2 proper arrays with a particular right edge structure. Note, there are 2+ 8+ 0+ 3= 13
distinct 2 × 2 proper arrays.
The basis size of this transition matrix is the number of possible right edge structures, modulo symmetry. The goal is
to determine the cardinality of the basis, i.e. to enumerate, modulo symmetry, the possible right edge structures [3,5].
The main result of this paper, Theorem 2.1, produces a simple formula that calculates Mn, the basis size of Mn. This
formula involves combining the cardinalities of four sets of right edge conﬁgurations in a linear fashion. Sections 3–6
describe a method of calculating the cardinalities of these sets as solutions to cubic equations Table 1 provides, for
small n, some numerical values of Mn.
1. Deﬁnition and geometric properties of n × m proper arrays
1.1. Basic deﬁnitions
The purpose of this section is to rigorously deﬁne the concept of an n × m proper array. The deﬁnition of proper
array uses the following notational conventions. These conventions allow us to represent an n×m rectangular array of
directed cubes as a two-dimensional n × m grid of squares, each of which contains an arrow (Fig. 2).
Notation:
1. A directed cube can be symbolized by a square with an arrow.
2. Deﬁne a connected component of an n × m array of directed cubes to be a path connected subset of that array.
Connected components of n × m arrays are denoted by letters.
The deﬁnition of a proper n × m array can now be introduced. Fig. 3 illustrates a 5 × 8 proper array.
Deﬁnition. Let A be an n×m array of directed cubes. We say A is an n×m proper array if and only if A satisﬁes the
following three conditions:
(i) We do not allow A to have arrows in the z direction. Thus, A can be represented as an n × m rectangular grid of
arrows. Without loss of generality, we will also use A to denote the associated n × m rectangular grid.
(ii) We say A is three-way ﬂat if the n × m rectangular grid has arrows extending from only its right edge, which we
call the preferred edge of A.
(iii) We say A has an island if A contains a connected component which has trivial intersection with its preferred edge.
A proper array cannot have islands.
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Fig. 2. A two-dimensional representation of a directed cube. The square is obtained by taking a cross section parallel to the xy plane. The arrow
represents the connector.
A
B
B
C
D
Fig. 3. A 5 × 8 array of directed cubes schematically represented as a two-dimensional 5 × 8 arrow grid. Each arrow shows how the directed cubes
are linked together. For this particular array, there are four connected subsets, namely the subset with purple arrows, that with red arrows, that with
green arrows, and that with blue arrows. Furthermore, each connected subset is associated with a letter. For example, the connected subset of red
arrows is A, that with green arrows is B, that with blue arrows is C, and that with purple arrows is D.
Remark 1.1. It can be shown, using path connected arguments, that for an n × m proper array A, each connected
component of A has at most one outward pointing arrow extending from its preferred edge [3].
The deﬁnition of an n × m proper array is motivated by the desire to ensure that a particular n × 1 column of
the proper array corresponds to the state of the previously mentioned transition matrix [3,5,7]. In order to see how
the deﬁnition of proper array guarantees this correspondence, we will take a moment to intuitively describe how the
transition matrix geometrically constructs proper arrays. Fix n. The matrix multiplication Sm−1Mn corresponds to the
following geometric construction. An n × m proper array is built by attaching an n × 1 column of directed cubes onto
a previous constructed n × (m − 1) proper array. We want to attach the new n × 1 column onto the preferred edge
of this n × (m − 1) proper array. The requirement of three-way ﬂat ensures this connection can only occur along the
preferred edge. Having no islands ensures there are no connected subsets of the n × (m − 1) proper array that do
not reach its preferred edge. Hence, all the connected subsets of the n × (m − 1) proper array will be affected by the
attachment of the new n × 1 column. After attaching the new n × 1 column, the no island conditions implies that the
components present in the n × (m − 1) proper array will percolate throughout the newly constructed n × m proper
array. Since this percolation occurs, we are able to record the state of construction by simply looking at the geometry
of the n × 1 preferred edge of the newly build n × m proper array. Without the conditions of three-way ﬂat and no
island, this correspondence between right edge and construction state would not exist.
Symbolically, this preferred edge structure of the n × m proper array A is recorded as an n × 1 column of arrowed
letters, where, each letter is a distinct connected component of A and the arrows are those extending its preferred
edge. By Remark 1.1, these n× 1 columns of arrowed letters are non-crossing partitions of size n, where each distinct
component of the partition may have at most one arrow (or preferred element). This association between the preferred
edge of an n × m proper array and an n × 1 column of arrowed letters allows us to formulate the deﬁnition of word
representation.
Deﬁnition. Let A be an n×m proper array. The word representation of A is an n× 1 column of arrowed letters, where
the letters are the connected components in A, and the arrows are those which extend from its preferred edge.
Fig. 3 illustrates a 5 × 8 proper array, and its associated word representation.
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Remark 1.2. Word representations are partitions of the preferred edge. Hence, two word representations are regarded
as the same if they have the same components but their letters are different. In other words, the letters are just labels
for the components and the labels are unimportant. For example, take the word representation provided in Fig. 3. If we
replace the A with an X, the resulting word representation is the same as the original word representation.
1.2. Bulge Rule
The Bulge Rule is a rule that deals with the placement of arrows in certain types of word representations. The letters
of these word representations must obey a certain adjacency constraint. If the word representation obeys this adjacency
constraint, it is said to have a bulge. As we will see, The Bulge Rule helps eliminate certain n× 1 columns of arrowed
letters that obey Remark 1.1, and thus, simpliﬁes the calculation ofMn, the number of right edge conﬁgurations modulo
symmetry.
In order to state The Bulge Rule, we need to deﬁne what is meant by a bulge.
Deﬁnition. Let A be an n × m proper array. Let Aˆ be the word representation associated with A. We say Aˆ contains a
bulge if it has no letter block of the formXX . . . X.Alternatively, we sayA contains a bulge if any connected component
of A does not contain two adjacent segments of the preferred edge (Fig. 4).
Deﬁnition. Let A be an n×m proper array. Let Aˆ be its associated word representation.We say Aˆ contains a singleton
letter X if X appears exactly one time in Aˆ.
For example, the proper array illustrated by Fig. 5 has singleton letters denoted by A, C, D, and E.
Remark 1.3. It can be shown that if an n×m proper array contains a bulge, its word representation contains a singleton
letter [3].
A
A
B
C
C
C
Fig. 4. This 6×6 proper array does not have a bulge. The purple component, represented by the letterC, occurs in three adjacent rows of the preferred
edge.
A
B
B
C
D
E
Fig. 5. This 6 × 6 proper array has a bulge. No connected component occupies adjacent rows of the preferred edge.
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The geometry inherent in a bulge restricts the placement of the arrows at the right edge of an n×m proper array. This
restriction is called The Bulge Rule. For brevities sake, the proof of The Bulge Rule is omitted but can be referenced
in [3,5].
Theorem 1.1 (The Bulge Rule). Let A be an n × m proper array. If A has a bulge, then at least one singleton letter of
A must have an outward pointing arrow at its preferred edge.
2. Calculating Mn
Fix n. Our goal is to calculateMn, the basis size ofMn, whereMn is the desired transition matrix. In order to calculate
Mn, we count, modulo symmetry, the cardinality of subsets whose elements consist of n×1 columns of arrowed letters
that obey the following property: each block of a distinct letter may contain at most one arrow (see Remark 1.1). Thus,
for the purpose of calculating Mn, we can ignore the two-dimensional context of the n × m proper array and focus
on the associated n × 1 column of arrowed letters. The theorems presented in this paper are written in terms of this
combinatorial setting.
Before stating Theorem 2.1, we need to deﬁne the following subsets.
Deﬁnition. Let Bn be the set of all n× 1 columns that obey the following property: each block of a distinct letter may
have at most one arrow. Deﬁne bn ≡ |Bn|. For example, b3 = 30 because,
Deﬁnition. Let x ∈ Bn. Let l be the horizontal line through the midpoint of x. If the partition structure of x is ﬁxed by
reﬂection through l, we say x is self-symmetric. For example, the ﬁnal element of B3 is self-symmetric.
Deﬁnition. Let Sn be the set of all self-symmetric elements of Bn. Deﬁne sn ≡ |Sn|. For example, s4 = 13 since,
Deﬁnition. Let An be the set of elements of Bn that obey The Bulge Rule. Deﬁne an ≡ |An|. For example, a3 = 10
because,
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Deﬁnition. Let x ∈ Bn. We say x is an improper bulge word if and only if x ∈ An or x satisﬁes the following two
conditions:
(i) The letters of x contain a bulge.
(ii) None of the singleton letters in x are arrowed.
Deﬁnition. Let In be the set of elements of Bn that are improper bulge words. Deﬁne in ≡ |In|. For example, i3 = 14
since,
Deﬁnition. Let Dn be the set of all elements of In that do not belong to An. Deﬁne dn ≡ |Dn|.As an example, d3 = 4
since,
Deﬁnition. Let ASn be the set of all self-symmetrical elements of An. Deﬁne asn ≡ |ASn |. For example, as4 = 4
because,
Deﬁnition. Let ISn be the set of all self-symmetrical elements of In. Deﬁne isn ≡ |ISn |.As an example, is4 = 6 since,
Deﬁnition. Let Rn be the set of all elements of ISn which do not belong to ASn . Deﬁne rn ≡ |Rn|. For example, r4 = 2
since,
Theorem 2.1. For all n1,
Mn = bn + sn − dn − rn2 .
Proof. Recall that bn enumerates the number of n × 1 columns of arrowed letters which have the property that each
distinct block of letters contains at most one arrow. SinceBn does not have a symmetry equivalence,Bn must be pruned
with respect to symmetry. In particular, the quantity (bn − sn)/2 counts the number of distinct non-self-symmetrical
words in Bn. Thus, the quantity (bn + sn)/2 counts, under horizontal mirror symmetry, the number of distinct elements
in Bn. It remains to prune this set with respect to The Bulge Rule. An argument similar to the previous one shows
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that (dn + rn)/2 enumerates, under horizontal mirror symmetry, the number of n× 1 columns of arrowed letters which
do not obey The Bulge Rule. Hence, the Mn = (bn + sn)/2 − (dn + rn)/2. 
In order for the previous theorem to be useful, the quantities bn, sn, dn, and rn must be determined. The rest of this
paper deals with the construction of the four cubic polynomial generators, each of which determines the cardinality of
Bn, Sn, Dn, and Rn, respectively.
3. The polynomial generator for {bn}∞n=0
Before we ﬁnd the polynomial generator {bn}∞n=0, several additional combinatoric quantities must be deﬁned.
Deﬁnition. Let Ln be the set of elements of Bn beginning and ending with A. Deﬁne ln ≡ |Ln|. As an example, note
that ln = 10 since,
Deﬁnition. Let Pn be the set of elements of Ln which have an arrowed A. Deﬁne pn ≡ |Pn|. For example, p3 = 7
because,
Deﬁnition. Let Nn be the set of elements of Ln which do not have an arrow on any A. Deﬁne nn ≡ |Nn|. For example,
n3 = 3 since,
3.1. Geometric relationships for Bn
The goal of this section is to ﬁnd a relationship for Bn in terms of Lk and Bn−k and a relationship for Nn in terms
of Nk and Bn−k−1. All four of the relationships presented in this section are used in the construction of B0.
We begin this section by noting
g1 : ln = nn + pn.
The next step is to ﬁnd a relationship for bn. Let x be a ﬁxed element of Bn. Let k locate the position of the last A in x.
Using this last A allows us to subdivide x into two pieces. The ﬁrst piece, from the top A to the last A, is an element of
Lk . The letters beyond the last A, when appropriately renamed, form an element of Bn−k . It follows that
g2 : bn =
n∑
k=1
lkbn−k .
In a similar manner, we can show that for n2,
g3 : nn =
n−1∑
k=1
nkbn−k−1.
Finally, a simple bijection between Pn andBn−1 is found by removing the topA of all the elements of Pn. This bijection
proves the following relationship
g4 : pn = bn−1.
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3.2. Series relationships associated with {bn}∞n=0
The ﬁnal goal of this section is to ﬁnd the polynomial generator of {bn}∞n=0. In order to do this, let b0 = 1 and deﬁne
the following general inﬁnite series:
B = B(t) =
∞∑
n=0
bnt
n, N = N(t) =
∞∑
n=1
nnt
n, L = L(t) =
∞∑
n=1
lnt
n, P = P(t) =
∞∑
n=1
pnt
n
.
Remark 3.1. The algebraic formulas that derive from the geometric relationships are based on the standard manipu-
lations of convolution series [7]. For the sake of brevity, the details of these calculations are omitted and can be found
in [3].
By using the convolution of g3, we ﬁnd that
N = t
1 − tB . (3.1)
The next step is to ﬁnd a relationship between B and L. The condition in g2 implies
B = 1 + BL. (3.2)
From g1, it follows that P +N =L. Additionally, g4 implies that P = tB. Substituting this relationship for P into the
previous equation implies that
N = L − tB. (3.3)
Set (3.1) equal to (3.3) and solve for L. This gives
L = tB + t
1 − tB . (3.4)
Next, substitute (3.4) into (3.2) and solve for B. These calculations prove Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.1. Let B be as previously deﬁned. Then,
t2B3 − 2tB2 + B − 1 = 0. (3.5)
For future reference, we let B0 denote the left side of (3.5).
4. The polynomial generator for {sn}∞n=1
In order to determine the polynomial generator for {sn}∞n=1, the following combinatoric sets, Hn and Tn must be
deﬁned. Since the deﬁnitions of Hn and Tn depend on the distribution of the letter A, we need to deﬁne, for a ﬁxed
x ∈ Sn, the concepts of top half of x and the bottom half of x.
Deﬁnition. Let x ∈ S2n. The top half of x is deﬁned to be the arrowed letters occupying spaces 1 to n while the bottom
half of x encompasses the arrowed letters in spaces n + 1 to 2n. Similarly, for x ∈ S2n+1, the top half of x is deﬁned
to be the arrowed letters occupying spaces 1 to n while the bottom half of x encompasses the arrowed letters in spaces
n + 2 to 2n + 1.
Deﬁnition. Let Hn be the set of elements of Sn that have the letter A in both in the top and bottom half. Deﬁne
hn ≡ |Hn|. For example, h4 = 4 since,
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Deﬁnition. Let Tn be the set of elements of Sn that have the letter A only in the top half. Deﬁne tn ≡ |Tn|. For example,
t4 = 9 because,
4.1. Geometric relationships for Sn
It follows directly from the deﬁnitions of Sn, Hn, and Tn that
g5 : sn = hn + tn.
The goal for the rest of this section is to ﬁnd geometric relationships for tn and hn. This is done by analyzing the even
length case and the odd length case separately. Within each case, we use the subdivision technique of Section 3.1.
g6 : h2n =
n∑
k=1
s2n−2knk .
Let x be a ﬁxed element of H2n. Let k locate the position of the last A in the top half of x. Since an even length self-
symmetrical word cannot have arrows on the A’s, an element of Nk occupies the ﬁrst k positions of x. Under reﬂection
and renaming of all letters except A, this same element of Nk occupies positions 2n − k + 1 to 2n in x. The middle
of the x is a self-symmetrical word of length 2n − 2k that occupies positions k + 1 to 2n − k. This division of x into
various components is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Similar arguments show
g7 : h2n+1 =
n∑
k=1
s2n−2k+1nk + 2
n∑
p=1
bn−pnp,
g8 : t2n =
n∑
k=1
s2n−2klk ,
g9 : t2n+1 =
n∑
k=1
s2n−2k+1lk .
N
k
N
k
S
2n-2k
Fig. 6.A schematic representation of an element ofH2n. AllA’s must be unarrowed. Since k locates the position, in the top half, of the last A, S2n−2k
does not contain an A.
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4.2. Series relationships associated with {sn}∞n=1
The goal of this section is to generate the cubic polynomial generator of {sn}∞n=1. This is done by ﬁrst combining the
even subsequences of {h2n}∞n=1 and {t2n}∞n=1 to form the even subsequence {s2n}∞n=1. Then, the polynomial generator
E0 is found for {s2n}∞n=1. By a similar technique, a polynomial generatorO0 is found for {s2n+1}∞n=1. Finally, by a clever
renaming of variables, we compute the resultant between E0 and O0 and ﬁnd the polynomial generator for {sn}∞n=1.
Deﬁne the following series.
HE = HE(t) =
∞∑
n=1
h2nt
n, HO = HO(t) =
∞∑
n=1
h2n+1tn,
TE = TE(t) =
∞∑
n=1
t2nt
n, TO = TO(t) =
∞∑
n=1
t2n+1tn,
E = E(t) =
∞∑
n=1
s2nt
n, O = O(t) =
∞∑
n=1
s2n+1tn, S = S(t) =
∞∑
n=1
snt
n
.
Note that
S = 1 + 2t + E(t2) + tO(t2), E = HE(t) + TE(t), O = HO(t) + TO(t).
By developing series representations forHE , TE ,HO , and TO , the previous three facts imply that a series representation
for S will also be known.
This section begins by developing a series representation for HE(t) in terms of the known quantity B. Such a
representation is derivedby changingg6 into series formusing convolution techniques [3,7].The result of this calculation
is recorded below:
HE = N(1 + E).
Similarly,
HO = N(2 + O) + 2NB,
TE = L(1 + E), TO = L(2 + O).
At this stage, E and O can be described in terms of B. The representations of E and O in terms of B allows us to ﬁnd
the polynomial generators E0 and O0. We begin by developing an algebraic representation for E in terms of B:
E = HE + TE = (N + L)(1 + E).
Solving this expression for E shows that
E = N + L
1 − N − L . (4.1)
Substituting (3.1) and (3.4) into (4.1) leads to
E = −t (tB
2 − B − 2)
t2B2 − 2tB − 2t + 1 . (4.2)
By using the following three step process, Eq. (4.2) provides a polynomial generator for E:
Step 1: Deﬁne
E1 = z + t (tB
2 − B − 2)
t2B2 − 2tB − 2t + 1 ,
where z ≡ E.
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Step 2: Take the numerator of E1. Call this polynomial E2, where E2 is a polynomial in terms of z and B.
Step 3: Compute the resultant between E2 and B0. The result is E0, the polynomial generator for E(t).
For future reference, let
E0 = (−8t2 + t)z3 + (−24t2 + 5t)z2 + (−24t2 + 7t − 1)z − 8t2 + 3t .
Similar calculations produce O0, the polynomial generator for O(t). In particular,
O0 = (−8t3 + t2)z3 − (48t3 + 18t2 − 4t)z2 − (96t3 + 84t2 + 8t − 4)z − (64t3 + 88t2 + 32t).
We end this section by combining E0 and O0 to form a series representations for {sn}∞n=1. The technique used when
combining even and odd quantities of a function is outlined in Remark 4.1.
Remark 4.1. Let f (t) be a function that is the sum of its even powers, called e(t), and odd powers, called o(t), i.e.
f (t) = e(t2) + (t)o(t2). Let E0 be the polynomial generator for E(t) and O0 be the polynomial generator for O(t).
The computation of the polynomial generator of f (t) consists of the following three steps:
Step 1: Let t → t2 and let z → z − v in E0, where v ≡ (t)o(t2). Call this polynomial Eˆ0.
Step 2: Let t → t2 and z → v/t in O0. Call this polynomial Oˆ0.
Step 3: Eliminate v by computing the resultant between Eˆ0 and Oˆ0. The answer, a polynomial in z, has f (t) as a
root.
It remains to compute a polynomial generator for S. Recall that S = 1+ 2t +E0(t2)+ tO0(t2). Using the procedure
described in Remark 4.1, with z → z − 2 in O0 and z → z − 1 in E0, the polynomial generator for S is determined.
Lemma 4.1. Let S be as deﬁned previously. Then,
(8t4 − t2)S3 + (24t3 − 2t2 − 4t)S2 + (24t2 + 2t − 3)S + 8t + 3 = 0.
5. The polynomial generator for {dn}∞n=1
5.1. Geometric relationships associated with An, In, and Dn
We should note that the following relationship is an immediate consequence of the deﬁnitions of Dn, An, and In:
g10 : dn = in − an.
The next relationship is used to construct an element of An:
g11 : an = in−1 + an−1 +
[(n+1)/2]∑
r=2
(r + 1)
∑
∑r
j=1nj=n−2r+1
ank+1
∏
l<k<p
dnp+1inl+1,
where np0 if p< r and nr − 1.
Let x be an element of An. Let r count the number of A’s in x. Suppose r = 1. Then x has only a single A. If that
A has an arrow, x is completed by an element of In−1. If the A is unarrowed, x must be completed by an element of
An−1. Now suppose 2r[n/2]. There is a factor of r + 1 since the ensemble of A’s could be unarrowed or have an
arrow in any of the r positions. The sum with index nj counts the number of ways to ﬁll the gaps occurring between
consecutive A’s and the gap beyond the last A. At least one of the gaps, in this case the kth, must be a ﬁlled with an
element of Ank+1. The gaps above the kth gap are ﬁlled by elements of Inl+1. To prevent repetition in the counting
procedure, the gaps below the kth gap are ﬁlled with elements of Dnp+1. Note that the last gap can be empty since it
occurs after the ﬁnal A. This decomposition is best illustrated by Fig. 7.
A similar construction is applied to an element of In:
g12 : in =
[(n+1)/2]∑
r=1
(r + 1)
∑
∑r
j=1nj=n−2r+1
in1+1in2+1 · · · inr−1+1inr ,
where for all j, nj 0.
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Fig. 7. A schematic representation of an element of An which has two or more A’s. Recall that r enumerates the number of A’s. The last block,
Dnr+1, could be empty.
5.2. Series relationships associated with {dn}∞n=1
Let a0 = 0 and i0 ≈ 1. Deﬁne the following generalized inﬁnite series:
A = A(t) =
∞∑
n=1
ant
n, I = I (t) =
∞∑
n=1
int
n, D = D(t) =
∞∑
n=1
dnt
n
.
The goal of this section is to ﬁnd the cubic polynomial generator for {dn}∞n=1. This is done by ﬁrst ﬁnding the polynomial
generator for {in}∞n=1. SinceA=I −D, we obtain an algebraic expression forA in terms ofD and I. By using resultants,
this expression provides the cubic polynomial generator for {dn}∞n=1.
We use the convolution of g12 to ﬁnd an algebraic representation for I [3].
I =
∞∑
r=1
(r + 1)tr I r−1(1 + I ) = 1 + I
I 2
∞∑
r=1
(r + 1)tr I r+1
= 1 + I
I 2
d
dt
∞∑
r=1
(tI )r+1 = 1 + I
I 2
d
dt
(
t2I 2
1 − tI
)
= t (1 + I )(2 − tI )
(1 − tI )2I .
These calculations prove Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.1. Let I be as deﬁned previously. Then,
t2I 3 + (t2 − 2t)I 2 + (t2 − 2t + 1)I − 2t = 0. (5.1)
For future reference, we call the left side of (5.1) I0.
Next, we use g11 and Remark 5.1 to ﬁnd a polynomial expression for A. The proof of Remark 5.1 is similar to that
of Lemma 5.1 and will be omitted.
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Remark 5.1. For x an arbitrary differentiable function of t,
∞∑
r=2
(r + 1)(1 + x)xr−1t r = (1 + x)(3 − 2tx)t
2x
(1 − tx)2 .
Applying standard convolution techniques to g11 gives
(1 − t)A − t (1 + I ) =
∞∑
r=2
(r + 1)tr [AIr−2(1 + I ) + DAIr−3(1 + I ) + · · · + Dr−2A(1 + I ) + Dr−1A]
=A
∞∑
r=2
(r + 1)tr
r−2∑
k=0
[DkI r−k−2(1 + I ) + Dr−1]
=A
∞∑
r=2
(r + 1)tr
(
I r−1 − Dr−1
I − D
)
(1 + I ) + Dr−1
=
∞∑
r=2
(r + 1)tr [(1 + I )(I r−1 − Dr−1) + Dr−1A]
=
∞∑
r=2
(r + 1)tr [(1 + I )I r−1 + Dr−1(1 + D)].
Using Remark 5.1, the previous line becomes
(1 − t)A − t (1 + I ) = (1 + I )t
2I (3 − 2tI )
(1 − tI )2 −
(1 + D)t2D(3 − 2tD)
(1 − tD)2
= (1 − tD)
2(1 + I )(3t2I − 2t3I 2) − (1 − tI )2(1 + D)(3t2D − 2t3D2)
(1 − tI )2(1 − tD)2 .
These calculations prove Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.2. Let A, I and D be as previously deﬁned. Then A must obey the following algebraic relationship:
A = t (1 + I )
1 − t +
(1 − tD)2(1 + I )(3t2I − 2t3I 2) − (1 − tI )2(1 + D)(3t2D − 2t3D2)
(1 − t)(1 − tI )2(1 − tD)2 . (5.2)
To derive a polynomial generator for D, substitute A= I −D into (5.2), set the resulting equation equal to zero, and
take the numerator. This polynomial, which will be called D1, has variables I and D. The goal is to eliminate I in D1
by taking the resultant between D1 and I0. The result of this calculation is a polynomial generator for D.
Lemma 5.3. Let D be as deﬁned previously. Then,
(t3 + t2)D3 + (t3 − t2 − 2t)D2 + (−t2 − t + 1)D − t = 0.
6. The polynomial generator for {rn}∞n=1
In order to compute a polynomial generator for {rn}∞n=1, the following combinatoric series need to be deﬁned.
Deﬁnition. Let ATn be the elements of ASn in which the letter A appears only in the top half. Deﬁne atn ≡ |ATn |. For
example, at4 = 3 because
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Deﬁnition. Let AHn be the set of elements of ASn in which the letter A appears in both the top and bottom halves.
Deﬁne ahn ≡ |AHn |.As an example, note that ah4 = 1 since,
Deﬁnition. Let ITn be the set of elements of ISn in which the letter A appears in the top half. Deﬁne itn ≡ |ITn |. For
example, it4 = 4 since,
Deﬁnition. Let IHn be the set of elements of ISn in which the letter A appears in top and bottom halves. Deﬁne
ihn ≡ |IHn |. For example, ihn = 2 because,
Deﬁnition. Let AAn be the set of elements of An which begin and end in A. Deﬁne aan ≡ |AAn |. As an example,
aa3 = 3 because,
Deﬁnition. Let IAn be the set of elements of In which begin and end in A. Deﬁne ian ≡ |IAn |. For example, ia3 = 6
since,
6.1. Geometric relationships for Rn
The ﬁrst three relationships follow immediately from the deﬁnitions of Rn, ASn , ATn , AHn , ISn , IHn , and ITn :
g13 : rn = isn − asn, g14 : asn = atn + ahn, g15 : isn = itn + ihn .
We now ﬁnd geometric relationships for ATn . The ensuing geometric relationships combines the techniques used in
Section 4.1 of splitting into even/odd subcases and then subdividing around the last A:
g16 : at2n =
n∑
k=1
iak as2n−2k + aak r2n−2k .
Let x be a ﬁxed element of AT2n . Let k locate the position of the last A in x. If k = 1, then x has only one A. This A
must reﬂect to a distinct letter. Call this letter C. Because x is self-symmetric, A and C are either both arrowed or both
unarrowed. If A and C are arrowed, the remaining 2n − 2 positions of x are ﬁlled with either an element of AS2n−2 or
an element of R2n−2. If A and C are unarrowed, the remaining 2n − 2 positions are ﬁlled with an element of AS2n−2 .
If 3kn − 1, the block from positions 1 to k is ﬁlled by an element of AAk , or an element of IAk . If x begins with
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Fig. 8. This is a schematic representation of an element of AT2n . Note that A only occurs in the top half of the word. For this diagram, we assume
3kn − 1.
an element of IAk , under reﬂection and appropriate renaming of letters, this element of IAk determines positions k + n
to 2n in x. The middle block of x must then be ﬁlled by an element of AS2n−2k . If x starts with an element of AAk , the
renamed reﬂection of this element of AAk determines positions k + n through 2n in x. To avoid repetitions, the middle
position of x must be ﬁlled with an element of R2n−2k. This decomposition of x is illustrated in Fig. 8.
Finally, let k = n. Thus, the top half of x, from positions 1 through n, is determined by an element of AAn . Under
reﬂection and renaming of letters, this same element of AAn also determines the bottom half of x. Similar arguments
show that
g17 : at2n+1 =
n∑
k=1
iak as2n−2k+1 + aak r2n−2k+1,
g18 : ah2n = as2n−2 +
n−1∑
k=3
ik−2as2n−2k + ak−2r2n−2k .
For n2,
g19 : ah2n+1 = 2an−1 + as2n−1 +
n∑
k=3
ik−2as2n−2k+1 + ak−2r2n−2k+1,
g20 : it2n =
n∑
k=1
iak is2n−2k ,
g21 : it2n+1 =
n∑
k=1
iak is2n−2k+1 .
For n2,
g22 : ih2n = is2n−2 +
n−1∑
k=3
ik−2is2n−2k .
For n2,
g23 : ih2n+1 = 2in−1 + is2n−1 +
n∑
k=3
ik−2is2n−2k+1 .
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6.2. Series relationships associated with {rn}∞n=1
The goal of this section is to construct the cubic polynomial generator of {rn}∞n=1. This is done by using a three step
process which is reminiscent of the techniques we used in Section 4.2. The ﬁrst step involves combining the even and
odd subsequences of {itn}∞n=1 and {ihn}∞n=1 to formES0 , the polynomial generator for {is2n}∞n=1, andOS0 , the polynomial
generator for {is2n+1}∞n=1. The second step is to combine the even and odd subsequences of {atn}∞n=1 and {ahn}∞n=1. We
then ﬁnd EB0 , the polynomial generator for {as2n}∞n=1, and OB0 , the polynomial generator for {as2n+1}∞n=1. The third
step is to combineES0 andEB0 and formER0 , the polynomial generator for {r2n}∞n=1. In a similar manner, we ﬁndOR0 ,
the polynomial generator of {r2n+1}∞n=1. Finally, we use Remark 4.1, with ER0 and OR0 , to ﬁnd the cubic polynomial
which generates {rn}∞n=1.
6.2.1. Step 1: ﬁnding ES0 and OS0
We begin this section by ﬁnding the polynomial generator for {is2n}∞n=1. In order to do this, we need to deﬁne the
following generalized Taylor Series associated with various subsets of In:
ET = ET (t) =
∞∑
n=1
it2n t
n, OT = OT (t) =
∞∑
n=1
it2n+1 t
n
,
EH = EH(t) =
∞∑
n=2
ih2n t
n, OH = OH(t) =
∞∑
n=2
ih2n+1 t
n
,
ES = ES(t) =
∞∑
n=1
is2n t
n, OS = OS(t) =
∞∑
n=1
is2n+1 t
n, SI = SI (t) =
∞∑
n=1
isn t
n
.
By using g15, we note that
ES = ET + EH , OS = OT + OH + 2t .
Next, we use g20 and standard convolution techniques to ﬁnd an algebraic relationship for ET [3].
ET = IA(1 + ES).
Similarly,
EH = t2IES + tES .
At this stage, we note that ES can be determined in terms of I:
ES = IA + (ES)(IA + t + t2I ).
Solving the previous equation for ES proves Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.1. Let IA and I be as deﬁned previously. If ES is as deﬁned previously,
ES = IA1 − IA − t − t2I . (6.1)
It can be shown that IA is a rational algebraic expression in t and I [3]. Substitute this rational expression for IA in
(6.1) and call this resultES1 . DeﬁneES2 = z−ES1 , where z ≡ ES . Take the numerator ofES2 . This polynomial, called
ES3 , is in terms of I and z. The goal is to eliminate I. To do this, take the resultant between ES3 and I0. This provides a
polynomial generator for ES .
Lemma 6.2. Let ES be as deﬁned previously. Then,
(−3t7 − 2t6 − 8t5 − 9t4 − 7t3 + t2)E3S − (5t5 + 6t4 + 17t3 + 6t2 − 2t)E2S − (5t3 + 7t2 + 3t − 1)ES − 2t = 0.
(6.2)
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For future reference, we say ES0 is the left side of (6.2).
Our next step is to ﬁnd OS0 . This is done by using a strategy that mimics the proof of Lemma 6.2. Hence, we state
Lemma 6.3 without proof.
Lemma 6.3. Let OS be as previously deﬁned. Then,
(−3t7 − 2t6 − 8t5 − 9t4 − 7t3 + t2)O3S − (18t7 + 30t6 + 62t5 + 88t4 + 92t3 + 22t2 − 8t)O2S
−(36t7+96t6+188t5+276t4+324t3+184t2+12t−16)OS − 24t7−88t6−192t5−296t4−360t3−280t2−96t = 0.
(6.3)
For future reference, deﬁne OS0 to be the left side of (6.3).
6.2.2. Step 2: ﬁnding EB0 and OB0
We begin this section by ﬁnding the polynomial generator for {as2n}∞n=1. In order to do this, we need to deﬁne the
following generalized Taylor Series associated with various subsets of An and Rn.
EBT = EBT (t) =
∞∑
n=1
at2n t
n, OBT = OBT (t) =
∞∑
n=1
at2n+1 t
n
,
EBH = EBH (t) =
∞∑
n=1
ah2n t
n, OBH = OBH (t) =
∞∑
n=1
ah2n+1 t
n
,
EB = EB(t) =
∞∑
n=1
as2n t
n, OB = OB(t) =
∞∑
n=1
as2n+1 t
n, SB = SB(t) =
∞∑
n=1
asn t
n
,
ER = ER(t) =
∞∑
n=1
r2nt
n, OR = OR(t) =
∞∑
n=1
r2n+1tn, R = R(t) =
∞∑
n=1
rnt
n
.
By deﬁnitions of the various combinatoric quantities, note that
EB = EBT + EBH , OB = OBT + OBH + t .
Using the standard techniques associated with convolutions, we see that g16 provides an algebraic formula for EBT :
EBT = IAEB + AA(ER + 1) + t .
Similarly,
EBH = tEB + t2(IEB + AER).
At this point, an algebraic representation for EB can be determined in terms of I and D:
EB = t + AA(1 + ER) + IAEB + tEB + t2IEB + t2AER .
Recall that ER = ES − EB . Putting this substitution into the previous line gives
EB = t + EB(IA + t + t2I − AA − t2A) + (AA)(1 + ES) + t2AES .
Solving the previous equation for EB proves Lemma 6.4.
Lemma 6.4. Let EB , ES , IA, I, D, and AA be as previously deﬁned. Then,
EB = t + AA(1 + ES) + t
2(I − D)ES
1 − IA − t − t2I + AA + t2(I − D) . (6.4)
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Eq. (6.4) will provide a polynomial generator for EB . Let z ≡ EB . Let EB1 be the numerator of
z − t + AA(1 + ES) + t
2(I − D)ES
1 − IA − t − t2I + AA + t2(I − D) .
This numerator is a polynomial in AA, ES , IA, I, D, and z. From previous work, IA and ES can be written in terms of I,
while AA can be determined by I and D [3]. Thus, we note that EB1 is simply a polynomial in variables z, I, and D. The
goal is to eliminate I and D in EB1 . To do this, take the resultant between EB2 , I0, and D0. The resulting ninth-order
polynomial, called EB0 , is the generator for EB [3].
A similar procedure is use to ﬁnd OB0 , a ninth-order polynomial generator of OB . (For details of these calculations,
please see [3].)
6.2.3. Step 3: using ER0 and OR0 to ﬁnd R0
In order to ﬁnd the polynomial generator for R, we ﬁrst want to ﬁnd the polynomial generators of ER and OR . To
accomplish this goal, note the following facts:
R = ER(t2) + tOR(t2) + t , (6.5)
ER = ES − EB , (6.6)
OR = OS − OB . (6.7)
Eq. (6.6) implies the following substitution can be made in EB0 , namely, z → x − y, where x ≡ ES and y ≡ ER .
After this substitution, EB0 becomes ER1 , a polynomial in terms of x and y. We eliminate x by computing the resultant
between ER1 and ES0 . The result of this calculation involves a critical factor, ER0 , the polynomial generator for ER:
ER0≡(t7−t6−8t5 − 11t4−5t3+t2)z3+(t6 − 2t5 − 14t4−16t3−2t2+2t)z2−(t4 + 6t3+7t2 + t − 1)z − t2 − t .
By using a similar technique to (6.5), we ﬁnd OR0 , the polynomial generator for OR:
OR0 ≡ (t7 − t6 − 8t5 − 5t3 − 11t4 + t2)z3 + (3t7 − 29t5 − 67t4 − 54t3 − 8t2 + 6t)z2
+ (3t7 + 3t6 − 33t5 − 108t4 − 134t3 − 64t2 + 5t + 9)z + t7 + 2t6 − 12t5 − 54t4 − 88t3 − 64t2 − 18t .
Remark 4.1 and (6.5) imply that ER and OR can be combined to the generating polynomial for R. This generating
polynomial is given in Lemma 6.4.
Lemma 6.5. Let R be as previously deﬁned. Then,
(t14−t12−8t10−11t8 − 5t6+t4)R3+(3t13+t12−5t11 − 2t10−34t9−14t8 − 39t7−16t6−11t5−2t4+6t3+2t2)R2
+ (t12 + t11 − 7t10 − 7t9 − 42t8 − 35t7 − 51t6 − 41t5 − 14t4 − 4t3 + 8t2 + 6t + 1)R
− 2t11 − t10 − 3t9 − 8t8 − 12t7 − 16t6 − 26t5 − 20t4 − 16t3 − 7t2 − t = 0.
7. Conclusion: open questions
We end this paper by presenting some open research questions. The author has previously shown that Bn, Ln, and
Pn have connections to non-crossing trees and regular maps [4,2,9]. In particular, by using the On-Line Encyclopedia
of Integer Sequences, the author has shown that {bn} is identical to the sequence indexed byA00613, {ln} is identical to
the sequence indexed byA001764, and {pn} is identical to the sequence indexed byA007226 [6,4].An open question is
whether the other sequences introduced in this paper can be associatedwith integer sequenceswith known combinatorial
interpretations. Another question that bears investigation is whether the combinatoric techniques applied in this paper
can be adapted to the enumeration of n × m × q proper arrays.
8. Uncited references
[1,8,10,11].
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Appendix A. Data table
The following table provides data for the sequences presented in this paper. All the table values were independently
veriﬁed by a Maple program constructed by the author.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bn 2 7 30 143 728 3876 21 318 120 175
ln 2 3 10 42 198 1001 5304 29 070
pn 1 2 7 30 143 728 3876 21 318
nn 1 1 3 12 55 273 1428 7752
sn 2 3 8 13 38 64 196 337
hn 2 1 4 4 16 19 76 98
tn 0 2 4 9 22 45 120 239
in 2 4 14 52 210 888 3886 17 448
ian 2 0 6 12 58 220 958 4184
an 1 3 10 42 178 787 3552 16 319
aan 1 0 3 9 42 182 821 3754
dn 1 1 4 10 32 101 334 1129
isn 2 2 6 6 22 24 90 100
itn 0 2 4 4 12 18 56 72
ihn 2 0 2 2 10 6 34 88
asn 1 1 4 4 16 17 72 79
atn 0 1 3 3 10 13 47 59
ahn 1 0 1 1 6 4 25 20
Appendix B. Closed forms for bn, nn, and ln
In this appendix, we show that {bn}∞n=0, {nn}∞n=1, and {ln}∞n=1 have simple closed forms. We obtain these closed
forms through the Lagrange Inversion Formula. We begin with {bn}∞n=0. In particular,
Theorem 0.1. Let bn be as previously deﬁned. Then, bn = 2/(3n + 2)
(
3n + 2
n
)
.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Eq. (3.5) implies that
B = 1
(1 − tB)2 . (0.1)
Deﬁne u = tB. Then, (0.1) becomes
u = t(u) for (u) = 1
(1 − u)2 ,
u(0) = 1.
The Langrange Inversion Formula [11, P. 267] can be applied to the series u(t) with f (u) = u. In particular,
[tn]{f (u(t))} = 1
n
[un−1]{(u)n} = 1
n
[un−1]
{
1
(1 − u)2n
}
= 1
n
(
3n − 2
n − 1
)
= 2
3n − 1
(
3n − 1
n − 1
)
.
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Hence,
tB =
∑
n1
2
3n − 1
(
3n − 1
n − 1
)
tn,
implying that
B =
∑
n1
2
3n − 1
(
3n − 1
n − 1
)
tn−1 =
∞∑
k=0
2
3k + 2
(
3k + 2
k
)
tk 
Remark 0.1. The sequence{
2
3n + 2
(
3n + 2
n
)}∞
n=0
appears in OEIS as A006013. Sequence A006013 appears in Noy’s work and enumerates the non-crossing trees on
n + 2 vertices containing the preferred edge (1, n + 2) [4].
Next, we obtain a closed form for {nn}∞n=1. First, we apply the power series inversion technique modulo division by
(3.5) on (3.1) to obtain [7]
N = tB(1 − tB). (0.2)
Next, we deﬁne w = tB. Then, Eq. (0.1) becomes
w = t
(1 − w)2 .
Also, Eq. (0.2) implies N = w(1 − w). Using the Lagrange Inversion Formula, we note
[tn]N = 1
n
[wn−1] 1
(1 − w)2n (1 − 2w) =
1
n
(
[wn−1] 1
(1 − w)2n − 2[w
n−2] 1
(1 − w)2n
)
= 1
n
((
3n − 2
n − 1
)
− 2
(
3n − 3
n − 1
))
= 1
2n − 1
(
3n − 3
n − 1
)
.
These calculations prove Corollary 0.1.
Corollary 0.1. Let nn be as previously deﬁned. Then, nn = 1/(2n − 1)
(
3n − 3
n − 1
)
.
Remark 0.2. The sequence{
1
2n − 1
(
3n − 3
n − 1
)}∞
n=1
appears in the OEIS as A001764. Sequence A001764 also appears in Noy’s work and enumerates the non-crossing
trees on n vertices with edge (1, n) [4].
Finally, we show {ln}∞n=1 corresponds toA007226, whereA007226 is the sequence
{
2
n
(
3n − 3
n − 1
)}∞
n=1
. Once again,
the power series inversion technique in (3.4) shows
L = tB(2 − tB) = w(2 − w).
Using the Lagrange Inversion Formula, we note that
[tn]L = 1
n
[wn−1] 1
(1 − w)2n (2 − 2w) =
2
n
[wn−1] 1
(1 − w)2n−1 =
2
n
(
3n − 3
n − 1
)
.
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These calculations prove Corollary 0.2.
Corollory 0.2. Let ln be as previously deﬁned. For n1, ln = 2n
(
3n − 3
n − 1
)
.
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